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Freshly updated with pictures of all the top weight training exercises for women…And bonus

chapters and resources helping you get your legs and glutes in great shape.Are you fed-up of

trying every form of exercise there is – yet still not seeing any changes in your bodyshape?Is

your fitness program boring you to tears – and making you feel like you’re wasting your time?

Are you tired of eating like a rabbit – and want to find an easier way to ditch the unwanted flab

and sculpt a firm, toned figure?You can absolutely turn your body into a fat burning machine…

without exercising most of the week or following a fad diet that you hate.Even better, you can

finally begin to love exercise, feel strong…all without having to do mind-numbing, ineffective

cardio exercise.This can all be achieved through strength training in the gym. Perform the right

exercises…at the right frequency…in the right manner…and you cannot go wrong.Forget the

idea that lifting weights makes women ‘bulky’ or ‘masculine’. That’s a huge misconception and

Strength Training For Women: Burn Fat Effectively & Sculpt The Body You’ve Always Wanted.

explains why.In this weight training for women book you’ll learn:The most effective weight

training exercises for maximum fat loss and muscle toneHow to achieve great results

exercising just three times per weekHow to easily create your own training programsWhy 99%

of women have fears about lifting weights in the gym for the first timeHow to overcome those

fears – and first-hand advice from other women getting great resultsSpecialist advice for toning

your legs and bumTop tips for staying motivated so that you can finally smash your fitness

goalsIt doesn’t matter if you’re a complete strength training beginner or have tried lifting

weights in the past and got nowhere. Author Marc McLean, a weight training coach with over

20 years’ experience, clearly explains the most effective exercise strategies for best results…

no matter what stage you’re at.Think you don’t have time to exercise? Marc’s training advice

stresses the importance of rest and recovery in between gym workouts, meaning you only

have to train three days per week.You’ll also discover ways to cut your gym workout sessions

to as little as 45 minutes – while still working your body better than ever before.Ready to

become a leaner, stronger, more confident version of yourself today? Click the ‘buy now’ button

above.
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INTRODUCTIONA women’s fitness revolution is happening...It looks like you’re part of it. When

I first joined my local gym over 15 years ago, it was basically split in two. The cardio section

where all the women hung out – and the weights area where most of the guys trained.I saw it

in other gyms too. A kind of “them and us” situation where women did cardio to tone up and

men picked up dumbbells for bigger muscles.Looking back now, it was ridiculous. It was

basically down to a lack of education about the effectiveness of strength training and its many

benefits for us humans (aka men AND women).Weight training develops lean muscle, can turn

your body into a fat burning machine, increases your strength, improves your mental health,

strengthens your heart, lowers your risk of disease, strengthens bones and prevents against

injuries, improves posture, boosts your confidence...I could go on for a while here.These days

the word is well and truly out there on these benefits amongst women. More and more women

are ditching the treadmill and picking up barbells, they’re leaving the light stuff behind and

really testing themselves with heavier weights. The gym is no longer split in two like it used to

be.And that’s the way it should be. Whether you’re a man, woman or reptile, you should be

lifting heavy weights to build a lean, strong and healthy body you can be proud of.I’ve

witnessed many body transformations among personal training clients and friends. None of

these have involved jogging on a treadmill, swishing about on an elliptical machine, or jumping

about awkwardly in crappy fitness classes.That type of exercise sucks out your soul. Let’s be

honest, you barely notice a difference when you look in the mirror after weeks, or even months,

of this brain-numbing type of training.If that’s been your experience so far, then don’t worry –

your nightmare is over. You don’t need to step on another treadmill ever again. Cardio. Is.

Cancelled.It’s time for a type of training that’ll get you excited, that’ll get you hooked...and that’ll



deliver real noticeable results in your overall body shape and health. Forget this idea of

becoming “bulky” or “too muscley” – it ain’t gonna happen.What will happen if you follow the

training strategies in this book, coupled with eating clean consistently, is that you’ll develop a

lean, firm, strong body with curves in the right places.Best of all: it doesn’t involve spending

most of the week in the gym. In fact, it can be achieved by training for just three hours per

week. I’m not feeding you hyped-up bull****, it’s the truth if you exercise effectively and

efficiently as described later in this book.In this updated version of Strength Training For

Women, I’ll show you the best exercises to get you there – and I’ll also reveal how to create

your own training plans easily.Along with pictures of me demonstrating the most effective

weight training exercises, I’ve also sought the advice of two women’s fitness experts, Victoria

Murphy and Marianne Kane, to provide their expertise on the best ways to get your legs and

bum in shape.I know that most women focus more attention on these particular areas than

men in the gym, and both Victoria and Marianne have a wealth of knowledge when it comes to

glutes and legs exercises.It doesn’t matter what shape you’re in just now or how many times

you’ve failed in the past. Forget what you’ve tried already...whether it’s fitness classes, power

walking, jogging, cycling, you name it.What’s important is that you’re now onto something that

has a proven track record for remodeling humans! And the fact that you’re reading this book

now proves you’re serious about becoming a leaner, stronger, healthier, better version of

yourself.That process starts right now.

Chapter 1The Myth Of Ending Up ‘Bulky’Inspiring people to lift weights to become stronger and

healthier is the main reason I kickstarted Weight Training Is The Way in 2015.It’s now a health

and fitness business but it simply started out as a blog where I was giving tips on exercises,

training programs, following a healthy diet...and basically trying to convince the world that

cardio is crap.I’d tell anyone that would listen about the endless benefits of heavy weight

training – but I made a special effort to convince women. Why? Because I saw so many

women missing out on these amazing health and fitness benefits through fear.Fear that they’d

develop a bulky, muscular body. Fear that they’d look too masculine. Fear that they just weren’t

strong enough and would look stupid in the gym.Meanwhile, I’d see them struggling to maintain

their bodyweight with an unhealthy approach to eating and ineffective approach to exercise. It

usually followed a very familiar pattern in what I describe as the Six Stages Of Fitness

Failure.Stage 1 – Eating A Ridiculously Restrictive DietMunching on crackerbread, carrot

sticks, fruit salads, ‘low fat’ label foods stripped of their natural flavour. Tasteless, bland, boring

and definitely not enjoyable. Slowly making yourself miserable.Stage 2 – The Inevitable Fall Off

The Clean Eating WagonAfter depriving yourself of tasty, nutritious meals for so long, you end

up so pissed off that you fall off the clean eating wagon every few weeks, go on a junk food

bender, and end up back at square one (or even further behind) anyway.Stage 3 – Beating

Yourself Up/Self LoathingSickened at the step backwards, you beat yourself up for not having

enough willpower to keep your healthy diet on track and maintain a regular exercise schedule.

The diet becomes even stricter - and of course even more difficult to maintain.Stage 4 –

Motivation To Try Harder ‘This Time Around’Another spurt of motivation arrives, usually kick-

started by some negative motivator like clothes no longer fitting, looking fat in photos or

someone making an unwanted comment about your weight. Back to the fitness classes,

jogging, or workout at home DVD. Or exercising an extra day per week...sometimes as much as

5 days per week.Stage 5 – Dejection At Lack Of ResultsThat tank of motivation, which was full

to the brim just a few weeks earlier, is now running dry. Why? You’ve been training harder and

longer. You’ve not exactly been enjoying it and are now looking for excuses to skip exercising.



You’ve been missing out on all your favorite meals for rabbit food. And it’s all been for losing

two or three pounds...but you still don’t see any difference in your body shape.Stage 6 – You

Look ElsewhereWhat you’ve tried so far hasn’t worked so you look up another fad diet to try.

(And there are an endless supply of options). You consider taking up another form of exercise.

Swimming? Badminton? Zumba? A change of direction is needed before it’s back to Stage

1....I’ve seen the stages I describe above with so many women and I expect at least some of it

resonates with you if you’re unhappy with your current body shape and levels of fitness. What if

I told you that…You don’t...Have to be on a restrictive diet – or any kind of ‘diet’ – ever again?

Have to do any cardio exercise at all – ever again?Have to train 4, 5, 6 days per week? You

can...Eat all your favourite foods – in moderation.Get amazing results exercising for less than 3

hours per week.Keep your body fat levels low and develop curves in all the right places through

strength training.You Can Turn Your Body Into A Fat Burning, Lean MachineI’ve said it already,

but just incase you didn’t get the message: cardio is cancelled. Jogging, running, aerobics,

fitness classes, aqua-aerobics, swinging your hips with a hula hoop...whatever you’ve tried

before that doesn’t involve lifting heavy things...we’re ditching it.Here’s why. When we exercise

it raises our body’s metabolic rate and uses up more calories. Consistently burn more calories

than we take in and we shed unwanted bodyfat. That’s all pretty straightforward, we get

it.Standard cardio exercise like I’ve just described may well burn calories – but it doesn’t do it

very efficiently. Very shortly after you stop exercising (usually within the hour) your body’s

metabolic rate is back to normal.Strength training, on the other hand, has an amazing after-

burn effect. Countless studies have shown that lifting weights (the heavier the better) can keep

your body’s metabolism at an elevated level for 24-36 hours afterwards. So, long after you drop

your last dumbbell your body continues to burn calories and strip bodyfat.Your body effectively

turns into a fat burning machine while you sleep.Strength training is like adding a ton of coal to

your body’s fat burning fire. What’s even better is that for every 1lb of lean muscle you add to

your frame your body automatically burns approximately 50 more calories just to maintain that

muscle tissue.Forget big, bulky muscles - that ain’t gonna happen. Two reasons why...Number

one – men have around 15-20 times more testosterone (the primary anabolic muscle building

hormone) in their bodies than women. You simply cannot build muscle the same way a guy

does.Number two – it’s not possible for you to accidentally waken up one day looking like one

of those female bodybuilders who sometimes do have over-developed, unnatural looking

physiques. You must realise that it takes a ridiculous amount of training (often for many years),

eating strict diets with sky high amounts of calories and protein, and sometimes banned dodgy

substances like steroids. This book preaches the opposite to that. I recommend exercising no

more than 3-4 days per week (and generally only around 3 hours in total per week), following a

healthy way of eating Monday-Friday and then cutting loose a little at the weekends.Your

exercise and diet has got to be enjoyable for you to get the best results. It’s got to be sensible

and manageable in order for it to last in the long run...otherwise you’ll inevitably go through the

Six Stages of Fitness Failure I described earlier.Follow the advice in this book and here’s what

you can expect:Toned, strong arms and shouldersFirm shapely legsYour ass becoming more

curvy and shapely than ever beforeIncreased confidence in your body shape and what you’re

capable ofA better self imageImproved health and fitness overallEnjoying food with less

worryKeeping body fat levels low without struggleLooking forward to your workoutsHigher

levels of motivationThis book is all about training smarter, not harder. Eating clean and properly

enjoying food without worry. The upcoming chapters will show you how you can incinerate fat,

maintain lean muscle, and realistically get in the best shape of your life.I have nearly two

decades’ worth of experience in weight training and have seen countless transformations with



women in just a few months, sometimes weeks. The best part about training this way is that it

delivers clear noticeable changes in your body shape – and that provides the extra motivation

to keep pushing you on.You just don’t get that with cardio. You might notice small changes in

numbers when you step on the scales, but it’s disappointing when you gaze in the mirror and

the reflection looking back is the same.I think I’ve done enough to convince you that weight

training is a much more efficient and effective way of sculpting a lean, awesome physique

when compared to cardio. At the same time, I understand that some women are still a bit

uneasy about lifting dumbbells or barbells in the gym.In my experience, this is generally a self-

confidence thing for women (and men), especially when just starting out with strength training.

That’s why the next chapter is dedicated entirely to building your self confidence in the gym.

Once you get over that hurdle there’s no stopping you.

Chapter 2Building Up Your Self Confidence In The GymI started strength training as a

ridiculously skinny teenager. I bought a £50 bench and weights set from Argos with money I

got for my 16th birthday. I wanted to build muscle and develop six pack abs just like the guys

on the cover of Men’s Health magazines.I could’ve joined my local gym at that age – but there

was no chance of that happening. I was too ashamed of my pale and frail frame and feared I’d

stand out like a sore thumb as the biggest weakling in the place. Instead I worked out at home

in my cramped bedroom...not making much progress.You’re probably not that interested about

my teenage insecurities, and are probably wondering why I’m even talking about them when

this is a book about strength training for women. The main reason I bring it up is to prove that

us guys have major body issues too. We have the same self confidence problems when it

comes to stepping inside a gym. We don’t want to look stupid when we first try out a new type

of exercise. We also fear being judged by people who are clearly in better shape than us.When

I eventually ventured out of my bedroom and into my local gym, I soon noticed a few things.

The experienced gym-goers (and the people with the type of body I wanted) were too busy in

their own world of training hard, listening to their music, and catching themselves in the mirror

to even notice me.Why was I even worried about being judged or looking stupid in the first

place?Another major realization was that the gym is a much friendlier place than I imagined.

Yes, there are some massive egos. Yes, there are some ‘meatheads’ making loud grunting

noises when they exercise. Yes, there are probably too many people wearing muscle vests. But

do you know what? The people are much more friendly than you’d believe.Rather than look

down on beginners, time and again I find that the seasoned gym-goers have massive respect

for men and women with less experience who are taking the steps to better themselves

physically and mentally through strength training. We love to see people leave the treadmills

behind and get stuck into this ultra-effective way of training instead.Once you take the first step

and leap over those mental barriers to strength training you’ll reap massive benefits. To

demonstrate this I’ve interviewed a group of women – all friends of mine – who have done just

that. All different ages, all different levels of fitness at first, and all had the same kind of fears

that most of us have when just starting out.Now they’re all hooked on weight training because

of the amazing results. Here’s what they had to say about getting started and building their

confidence in the gym.Susan McGroryAge: 34.Strength training experience: 18

months.Favourite exercise: Glute bridge raises, chin-ups.“99.9% of Gym Members Aren’t

Watching or Judging You”Susan got started with strength training because she was sick and

tired of doing endless cardio classes and seeing zero results. She got in touch with a PT, who

wrote up a fitness and nutritional plan, and she’s been hooked on lifting weights ever since.She

said: “I did numerous classes per week - kettlebells, circuits, metafit etc. I still do some HIIT



(high intensity interval training) but only a couple of times a week now. I basically chucked what

I did previously because my PT told me so and I soon realized weight training was the way

forward.”Susan admits she was a little nervous the first time she started lifting weights in the

gym.“The weight section was always busy and seemed a no-go area for females,” she said.

“Plus I didn't have a clue what to do, and there was the worry about whether I was doing the

exercises right. At first I was also thinking, ‘is everyone watching thinking I'm doing it

wrong?’“Of course this was all in my head. It went fine and it helped having a plan, which

enabled me to focus on the task in hand.“99.9% of gym members aren't watching or judging

you, they’re all too busy and focused on catching their breath and trying to remember things

like what set they are on. The exercise form of half the guys in the gym probably isn't spot on

so don't be hard on yourself. If you’re unsure about what exercises to do watch video clips...I

still do!”I asked Susan what kind of misconceptions women have about weight training – and

wasn’t surprised by her answer.She said: “That it'll make them bulky and masculine, which of

course it doesn't. Another incorrect belief is that they don't belong in the weights section.“The

thing I love most about weight training is the fact I've gotten stronger and the buzz you get after

a good session...or when you hit a personal best. Even walking into the weights section gives

you a sense of empowerment.”Sharon CaseyAge: 38.Strength training experience: 8

months.Favourite exercise: lat pulldown machine.“There’s Something Really Satisfying About

Feeling Strong...”Sharon admits she was as self conscious as any woman when exercising in

the gym, but has gained confidence since her husband first showed her how to use weight

machines.
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Hope, “Excellent resource!. This is a great resource book! You really don't need anything else.

The book is comprehensive detailing each exercise with photographs as an aid. Marc includes

every exercise for every body part. Great section on developing and shaping the legs and

glutes.”

Karen Morgenroth, “Informative. Really enjoyed reading this book a few times. I have started

using the program and couldn't be happier. It has really made a difference in my workouts. So

glad I came across this book.”

Cassandra, “Awesome Book!. Great book for women & great advice from a female's
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perspective on weight training. Well put together for newbies to the weightlifting world.”

Rita, “Five Stars. Using this book is great and help my workout improve”

kath54, “Would definitely recommend. I have the original book which is a must for woman who

are starting out on Strength Training.Very well written and was a godsend to me.The updated

version contains pictures which are a great help.You cannot go wrong with this and what girl

doesn't what to improve her Butt.”

Nikki Lyons, “Great ideas and inspiration for weight training for women. Extremely useful book

for anyone starting out weight training or looking for inspiration to change up their workouts.

Since the book has been updated exercises are much clearer with pictures to demonstrate

moves. Marc also includes video links and even a 10 week “Be your own PT” training program

which I have started a few weeks ago and loving it.The book is very honest about the time it

takes to see changes in your body shape, like everything consistency is key.I would

recommend Marc’s 21 fitness hacks for nutritional information to supplement this book which is

important for making positive changes to your lifestyle.”

Bekki, “Well explained and straight forward. I found this book really straight forward to learn

from. He doesnt bombard with crazy words that no one understands. He shows in the book

that you dont need to do lots of comlpicated things in the gym. A few good basic techniques is

great to get you started without putting you off. His manner is friendly as if you are training with

him. I am a new PT and I have all his books. They are great for reference and to remind me to

keep things simple.”

grahamthegrub, “Excellent Book for Beginner. I wanted a book that gave me the basic idea of

how to get into strength training and this book delivered exactly what I wanted. It clearly

explains the exercises, with clear pictures.  Exactly what I needed to get started!”

The book by Marc McLean has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 120 people have provided feedback.
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